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ROMP Rural Resident Retreat

Designed for: PGY1 and PGY2 Rural Residents


Learn More
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ICE Camp

Designed for: PGY3 EM Residents


Learn More
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BASE Camp

Designed for: Rural Physicians who have practiced in a rural community for a minimum of six months in the past year, and who to agree to return to a rural community for at least six months after training. Email: [email protected]
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ROMP Rural Medicine Week 2024

We will be hosting ROMP Rural Medicine Week 2024 for Ontario university pre-clerks. Application deadlines will vary depending on the school.


Read MoreApply Here
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Teaching Opportunities

We are here to create learning opportunities for the physicians of tomorrow by creating teaching opportunities for medical professionals in rural communities.


Learn More
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Learning Opportunities

Our mission is to alleviate the burden caused by the nation-wide physician distribution problem and create learning opportunities outside the academic centres and into communities.


Learn More
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Communities

Discover what over 100 communities each have to offer by speciality, size, and culture. We know that you’ll find the perfect community for your rotation!


Learn More
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Are you a teacher looking to become positive change in your office or hospital?


Apply Here
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ROMP Rural Resident Retreat

Designed for: PGY1 and PGY2 Rural Residents
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ICE Camp

Designed for: PGY3 EM Residents
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BASE Camp

Designed for: Rural Physicians who have practiced in a rural community for a minimum of six months in the past year, and who to agree to return to a rural community for at least six months after training.
Email: [email protected]
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Teaching Opportunities

We are here to create learning opportunities for the physicians of tomorrow by creating teaching opportunities for medical professionals in rural communities.
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Learning Opportunities
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Communities

Discover what over 100 communities each have to offer by speciality, size, and culture. We know that you’ll find the perfect community for your rotation!
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Are you a teacher looking to become positive change in your office or hospital?


Apply Here
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Come visit us at SRPC 2023 in Niagara Falls!


Register Here
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Hire A Med Student Program




Apply Now



Medical Learners and Other Students APPLY NOW for Summer 2020 Employment.
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Teaching Opportunities




Learn More



We are here to create learning opportunities for the physicians of tomorrow by creating teaching opportunities for medical professionals in rural communities.
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Learning Opportunities




Learn More



Our mission is to alleviate the burden caused by the nation-wide physician distribution problem and create learning opportunities outside the academic centres and into communities.
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Communities






Learn More



Discover what over 100 communities each have to offer by speciality, size, and culture. We know that you’ll find the perfect community for your rotation!
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Are you a learner looking for a rotation placement?




Apply Here
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Are you a learner looking for a rotation placement?




Apply Here
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Connect with ROMP




Stay up to date! Connect with us on Facebook and Twitter!
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5th ANNUAL GEORGIAN BAY

HEALTHCARE WELLNESS




RESEARCH &
INNOVATION DAY

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 17, 2020




  .
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2020 Theme: COVID19




Venue: Online Streaming Platform

09:00-11:00 EST




.




Questions? Contact the ROMP office

705.445.7667 [email protected]

OR Dr. Michael Lisi 705.445.2550




To Register:

Search

"gbresearchday"

at www.eventbrite.ca
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Welcome to Rural Ontario Medical Program




 
	Learning Opportunities
	Teaching Opportunities
	About Rural Ontario Medical Program





[image: medical rotations] The Rural Ontario Medical Program (ROMP) coordinates medical rotations for future physicians from the six medical universities in Ontario. Located in South-Central Ontario, our mission is to alleviate the burden on communities caused by the nation-wide physician distribution problem and create learning opportunities outside the academic centres and into communities. Read More

 

 


Apply Now!



 

[image: community]We are here to create learning opportunities for the physicians of tomorrow by creating teaching opportunities for medical professionals in rural communities. If you become a ROMP preceptor, you will:

	● Expose students to rural medicine
	● Influence medical students’ future career paths
	● Act as a force of positive change in your office or hospital
	● Help medical students develop critical skills


Our teaching opportunities also require you to act as a role model for medical students and give direct and immediate feedback to learners throughout the duration of their rotation. Read More


Apply Now!



 

[image: ROMP Alumni]ROMP has been helping medical students and residents in Ontario arrange core and elective medical rotations since 1988.

There is a need for physicians in every area of the world, particularly in rural locations. With the Rural Ontario Medical Program (ROMP), we are here to ease the burdens caused by the nation-wide physician distribution problem by arranging core and elective medical rotations for medical students in Ontario. 

Read More 
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About Rural Ontario Medical Program




 






While qualified physicians are needed all across the world, the nation-wide physician distribution issue is especially marked in rural areas of Ontario.






 

 






Through the Rural Ontario Medical Program (ROMP), we are striving to alleviate this issue by arranging core and elective rotations for medical students and residents, as well as for other health care professionals.






 

 






Part of the program also involves preceptors, who are there to be role models for learners and help them develop skills that will be critical to their future success.






 

 

If you are interested in applying to ROMP as either a learner or a preceptor, please contact us.




 

 

 

 




Contact Us Today


If you have any questions about Rural Ontario Medical Program, please don’t hesitate to contact us.



Contact Us
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RuralONMedProg-ROMP

@ROMPonline



@georgiancollege @CollingwoodHosp @townofbluemtns @TownCollingwood @WB_Media @Clearview_twp #greenhealthcare #ROMP
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1:09 pm · June 12, 2023
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Angela Luan

@Angela_Luan_



Glad to be part of this awesome initiative! Click the link to check out my project! twitter.com/ROMPonli…
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1:02 pm · June 12, 2023 · 
Retweeted by RuralONMedProg-ROMP
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RuralONMedProg-ROMP

@ROMPonline



Another successful Research Day! Thank you to everyone who attended! #GBresearchday #GBresearchday2023
Check out the amazing projects we collected here:
flipsnack.com/rompon… pic.twitter.com/ihpk…
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Sara Lankshear

@lankshears



Great presentations on Green Healthcare! @ROMPonline @georgiancollege @CollingwoodHosp pic.twitter.com/Hg0w…
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7:42 pm · June 9, 2023 · 
Retweeted by RuralONMedProg-ROMP
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RuralONMedProg-ROMP

@ROMPonline



T-minus one hour until the start of Research Day! Don't forget to tune in here: youtube.com/watch?v=…
Check out the fantastic projects we gathered here:
flipsnack.com/rompon… pic.twitter.com/L3y9…
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Contact the Rural Ontario Medical Program (ROMP)
 Toll Free: 1-877-445-7667 

Email: [email protected] 

459 Hume St Collingwood, ON L9Y 1W9
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 Our Ontario Service Areas
 Brantford, Cambridge, Fergus, Elora, Arthur, Fort Erie, Grimsby, Guelph, Hagarsville, Dunnville, Mount Forest, Niagara Falls, Niagara-on-the-Lake, Palmerston, Drayton, Port Colborne, Simcoe, Welland, Barrie, Collingwood, Stayner, Wasaga Beach, Midland, Orillia, Owen Sound, Meaford, Thornbury,Penetanguishene, Alliston, Georgetown, Milton, Orangeville, Bowmanville, Campbellford, Cobourg, Lindsay, Haliburton, Minden, Kinmount, Peterborough & Uxbridge!


 
 COVID19 Information for Ontario Medical Students, Residents and Clinical Supervisors


Read More
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